Supplementary Figure S2:
The one-state promoter model provides a benchmark threshold for viral activation. The threshold for activation (green dotted line) was set at the deterministic steady-state protein value for an active one-state promoter system with positive (non-cooperative) feedback (left panel; deterministic). 1000 simulations of protein production in the stochastic model are presented in red (right panel; stochastic). Representative traces or cells that crossed the threshold (blue; "ON") or that failed to cross the threshold (yellow; "OFF") over time are shown. Multiple nodal sinks and bistability in a one-state promoter model with cooperative feedback (q = 3) (C) 1000 simulations of protein production for a stochastic model of a one-state promoter system with cooperative feedback (q = 3). Representative traces or cells that crossed the threshold (blue; "ON") or that failed to cross the threshold (yellow; "OFF") over time are shown. The threshold for activation is presented as a green dotted line (D) The Hill co-efficient 'q' was varied from 1 to 5. For each simulation, mean onset time, mean first passage time, cell activation, and Fano factor are shown (for a representative set of n = 1000 runs). 
